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Objectives

Foundational concepts of Lean 6 SigmaIdentify

A common language for transformationEstablish

Where and how Lean 6 Sigma can be usedRecognize



I’ve heard of Six Sigma but 
what does it mean?

• Six Sigma is a quality improvement 
process that strives to reduce defects 
or errors.  The “sigma” is a notation for 
one standard deviation.  Six Sigma 
would mean 3.4 defects per million 
customer opportunities.

• Six Sigma was created at Motorola, 
but was popularized by Jack Welch, 
who made it his central business 
strategy at General Electric.





What is Lean 6 Sigma?

• “Lean” described Toyota’s business during late 1980s

• Researcher James Womack, PhD from MIT

• Quality driven thinking

• 5 Step Process that focuses on Purpose, Process, People



Core Lean 6 Sigma





PROCESS



Lean 6 Sigma (L6S)

• Method of problem solving

• Not just a philosophy but goal too

• Increases revenue

• Increases customer satisfaction

• Increases efficiency/effectiveness

• Decreases cost

• Develops staff

• MAXIMIZE customer 
value

• Strips away unnecessary
steps or time in the 
process -> Waste!



•Muda - > WASTE, 8 types

•Mura - > strain, overburden, uneven

•Muri - > demand that exceeds capacity



WASTE (aka MUDA)

L6S has 8 kinds: • Errors/Defects

•Waiting

•Motion

• Over processing

• Non-utilized talent

• Over-estimation

• Inventory 

• Transportation



Examples @ a University

• Errors/Defects
• Data entry, missing or incorrect information, 

error gets passed downstream, billing errors

• Waiting
• Computer downtime, approvals, clarification or 

correction of work, additional information 

• Motion
• Walking between offices, filing, searching for 

missing information, shuffling through papers

• Over-processing
• Re-entering data, double checking, extra copies, 

redundant filing, cc’ing too many on emails

• Non-utilized talent
• Restricting decision making, not trusting staff, 

confusing goals/metrics, ignoring strengths

• Over Estimation
• Extra anything

• Inventory
• Piles of anything, batch processing, unread 

email, things waiting in a box

• Transportation
• Paper moving, handoffs of data, excessive 

attachments (just in case)





“That’s the way we’ve always done it.”

• Accountability, engagement

• Promotes action learning teams

•More trusting of organization and individuals

• TRANSPARENCY & TRANSFORMATION



SIPOC You Say?



Problem Solving the Process

• DEFINE the problem and necessary outcome to satisfy the 
customer (internal or external)

• MEASURE and map the current and ideal process, gather data

• ANALYZE the map and data so cause can be found; generate 
solutions

• IMPLEMENT the selected solution; verify

• CONTROL solution with maintenance; “facts for fixes”

DMAIC



DEFINE

• Define what?

• 4 items

• A statement of the problem

• A goal statement

• Current process, spaghetti map

• Customer requirements (outcome)



A Spaghetti Map?



MEASURE

• Select data collection methods

• Create data collection plan

• Collect data-> RELIABILITY

• Compile data 

• Baseline data



ANALYZE

• Closely examine process: Root Cause

• USE 5Ys

• Visually present the data

• Brainstorm ideas for the cause: Verify

• Create an ideal map

• Identify solutions

• Narrow brainstorm ideas



IMPROVE

• Focus on designing and implementing changes for 
desired effect

• Design future state

• Current + Ideal = Future (Hybrid)

• Consider constraints

• Select and implement solution

•Measure solution implementation for improvement



CONTROL

• Trust but verify

•Maintaining solution -> Feedback loop

•Monitor and make adjustments to solution

• Use the knowledge of this implementation for 
application to other processes



Examples @ a University

• Errors/Defects
• Data entry, missing or incorrect information, 

error gets passed downstream, billing errors

• Waiting
• Computer downtime, approvals, clarification or 

correction of work, additional information 

• Motion
• Walking between offices, filing, searching for 

missing information, shuffling through papers

• Over-processing
• Re-entering data, double checking, extra copies, 

redundant filing, cc’ing too many on emails

• Non-utilized talent
• Restricting decision making, not trusting staff, 

confusing goals/metrics, ignoring strengths

• Over Estimation
• Extra anything

• Inventory
• Piles of anything, batch processing, unread 

email, things waiting in a box

• Transportation
• Paper moving, handoffs of data, excessive 

attachments (just in case)



Assemble Your Team

• You are the LEADER if its YOUR problem

• Gain supervisor buy-in: SUPPORT

• Tap into unfamiliar talent

• Fresh perspectives

• Talent Profiles

• 5 or less on the team



Tips for Getting Started

• Assemble your team

• Forget grand strategy

• Seize a crisis as the impetus for change

• Map your processes including spaghetti charts

• Demand immediate results

• Once you have momentum, look to the adjacent processes
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Encourage Lean Thinking

“Two steps forward and one step backward is O.K.; 

no steps forward is not O.K.”

• Utilize policy deployment – work with HR

• Make all performance measures transparent, measurable

• Teach lean thinking and skills to all staff

• Build a business case to right size your tools instead of patching





Key Takeaways 1

• Focus on the customer.

• Identify and understand how the work gets done

•Map processes and use spaghetti charts

•Manage, improve, and smooth process flow

• Remove waste!

•Manage by facts, reduce variations

• Use DMAIC across all processes for consistency



Key Takeaways 2

• Start with a “bite” size project

• Keep in mind your resource constraints

• Ensure the project is tied to your Unit goals/results

• Select diverse team members, limit to 5 max

• Hold people accountable for their effort






